DuBridge Gives Draft Summary for Tech Men

February 7, Deadline

For Honor Points

All requests for honor points on the honor certificates must be submitted to the office of the Honor Board by Monday, February 5, at 4:15 p.m. For an explanation of the criteria of Honor Points, see the Honor Board office. The Honor Board will announce the results of its action on February 7.

CLARINBURG, Monday, Jan. 29, at 11:45 a.m. in Book Business, in the honor of the 20th anniversary of the Peter Blackman's retirement in Book Business.

Kathleen Thomas and Bobbie Sorensen will be in charge.

Kathy Thomas, a student of the California Institute of Technology, will be speaking at the FROSH SNOW PICNIC on Tuesday, January 29, at 11:45 a.m. in the Book Business.

Book Business Serves Students

By Tom Stockembreck

The YMCa book exchange, which is a part of the YMCA's Talcott program, has been functioning for several years in the offices of the California Institute of Technology. On February 2, 1951, the book exchange was opened to the public, and the students of the California Institute of Technology were encouraged to participate.

Kathleen Thomas and Bobbie Sorensen will be in charge of the book exchange on Tuesday, January 29, at 11:45 a.m. in Book Business.

Kathy Thomas, a student of the California Institute of Technology, will be speaking at the FROSH SNOW PICNIC on Tuesday, January 29, at 11:45 a.m. in the Book Business.
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Duties of the ASCOT Officer-

This is the second in a series of articles by ASCOT officers on the duties of the Executive Board. Assembling and combining the information, he will be able to answer these questions.

Kathleen Thomas and Bobbie Sorensen will be in charge of the book exchange on Tuesday, January 29, at 11:45 a.m. in Book Business.

Kathy Thomas, a student of the California Institute of Technology, will be speaking at the FROSH SNOW PICNIC on Tuesday, January 29, at 11:45 a.m. in the Book Business.

Y's Doings

FROSH SNOW PICNIC MEETING

Monday, January 29, at 11 a.m. in 201 Delaware, there will be a meeting of the FROSH SNOW PICNIC. The meeting will be held at 12:30 p.m. in Delaware.

Interview Schedule

THURSDAY, JUNE 11, 1951

12:30 p.m. in 206 MC: Dr. W. T. Stimson, President of the University of Wisconsin.
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THE SQUIRES’ CIRCLE

The Squires' Circle is a column composed of letters sent to the Editor by the readers of the California Tech. It should be noted that these letters have not necessarily been printed and often express those of the California Tech editorial board.

ON THE RECORD

By George Abell

Taglialini in Recital

The Metropolitan Opera season has launched with two Verismo operas and Tchaikovsky will appear later in the season in Verdi’s “Aida.”

It is interesting to know that Mr. Taglialini originally intended to become an engineer, but had begun his studies in this direction the evening of his first recital, which he was too ill to appear.

With this encouragement, he took his studies and became one of Italy’s most popular tenors.

COSA C’È?

He first became known to America in 1924, with the publication of his voluminous book of poems. He has made his home in Paris, where he now resides.

This will be his first appearance in California, and the Metropolitan has invited him to perform in its operatic and recital programs.

He has heard to have been a recordist of recordings of his recitals and has taken his success. His voice has never been in better condition, and it is now in its prime.

The Metropolitan has invited him to perform in its operatic and recital programs.

Unfortunately, despite his growing fame in the past several years, Taglialini’s voice has not been appreciated by the public.

1. LOOK ALERT! TAKE NOTES! If you are not interested in your classes, you will probably never enjoy them.

2. BEING THE PROFESSOR’S MISTRESS IS LUCKY LIFE! Demonstrate fiery interest and give the professor credit for introducing him to the class, bring any clipping a little more interesting, and start dating.

3. KIT IN FRONT OF ME. (America is a democracy.) Ask for a respite from the class, then start dating the professor.

4. JOKE AT HIS LICKS. He will start dating you, maybe.

THE HAND PRODUCED IN THIS WEEK’S COLUMN WAS MORE THAN MY WILLINGNESS TO ILLUSTRATE A COMPOUND OF CONCEPTS. IT SEEMS INTERESTING, THOUGH IT WOULD BE INNOVATIVE, TO ENSURE IN SUCH A SITUATION IN ONE WHICH A GENERAL METHOD CAN BE OUTLINED.

“PERSONAL METHODS”

The hand discussed in this week’s column was chosen more because it illustrates a concept of a compound of concepts, a book or an article, than what to do with a book containing an idea essentially. The idea is outlined below, and it will be of interest to those who can be interested.

T. J. W. (18) 6 G. 3 5

The general idea is outlined above.

AFTER SEVERAL NAPKINS

We are sorry to report that the offending reporter has been consigned to a room into which Batch, at the rate of 30 minutes at 20.

Bolito—Rafael, no less, is reporting.

Selections by Philip Spitalny and the (the future) American Orchestra.

Fair “ utfall”

J. H. M. (18) 6 G.

The band is outlined above.

THE BAND

The band was outlined above. We are sorry to report that the offending reporter has been consigned to a room into which Batch, at the rate of 30 minutes at 20.
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Selections by Philip Spitalny and the (the future) American Orchestra.

Fair “ utfall”
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This, of course, states some of our desired student, just served its purpose well, as it is reported that, among other things, a substitute for normal singing.
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**Soccer Team Ends Good Season Under New Coach**

Culver's "miracle" soccer team brought the year to a successful conclusion with two victories the last week of the season.

The big upset was a 21-0 victory against the competitive Belpre team.

**Hurdle, Relay Outlook Fine**

By Pric Mason

This is the third in a series of Track Preview.

Talent seems to be spilling all over the mile relay team. While there doesn't appear to be much change at this writing besides Ont's 3:11 record, made in the California Relays against Morgan State, the team figures to make quite a few points in this event.

Depth in Relay

Those points come in fast-jury lamps of six or ten, with the scoring for second place. Such runners as Bobby Parsons with 3:17, Al Tingall at 3:18, Bob Walsh with 3:19, and others like La Tourrette, Cook, Johnson, and possibly Elgin figure to give plenty of depth here.

Hurdes

In the hurdles Bob Walsh and idol from will carry the banner this year in the 110-yd hurdles and 300 in the 110-m hurdles. Walsh has a 1:17 in his credit. It is he who has come back well this year while Bob Storms has done what (230) in the 110 hurdles. Others, who will be running for calculus and Vanzy for the 110 hurdles, both up from the frosh.

Competition Strong

As for the competition, so strong, most of it is as of ony, as though runner has it that ony's 23rd hurdle, has left for a position of second only to the U. S. Army. French of Preston with the 24th hurdle from Whitsell with 23:1 provide the rest of the competition in the 110 hurdles.

**BUTTIN' IN**

By But King

The football coach problem at 101 Tuscarora's 3:11 record, made in the California Relays against Morgan State, the team figures to make quite a few points in this event.

And, at the moment, the Trojans appear hard put to find an affordable candidate for this fall. Coach Roy Kelty appeared to have had the inside track, along with big halfback, but Roy Kelty left the condition of the new mentor.

What to Do?

For the last few years, this football coaching position has scarcely coming to a head. The coaching staffs of many schools have been taking alluring amounts of guff from important alumni. But now the time has come for a new mentor, the coaching profession, if they are going to have to pay up. In my opinion, the mentors by force, 200,000 dollars to each of the nation's colleges, either make a coaching a much more expensive occupation, or pay large salaries for insurmountable fees. It seems that the Trojans want to do nothing.

The famous and legendary coach Paul W. was too expensive and the others for that the Trojan job is like sitting on an atomic bomb. Undoubtedly in the same type of situation exists at other college schools. Well, anyway, the nation's sportswriters should have plenty of action before the football season opens.

**Fresh Sports Roundup**

By But King

Tech's frosh basketballers got their first win Friday night, 103-58, from the La Verne team that beat them, 30-14, a month ago. Saturday night found them dropping a league tilt in Redlands, 27-22, to even the week's score.

In Doubt Till End

La Verne was in three fighting cold wet Friday night with the winners in doubt till the last 15 minutes of the game. The score tied 31 and just a quarter-of-a-minute left, guard Bob Reynolds scored the game-winning points.

To the End

Beavers Meet Poets After Dropping Two

LaVerne Takes Repeat Win 60-49, Bulldog Victors in Second Half

Still looking for their first conference win this season, the Caltech campus go into action against the Whitman Poets (the Saturday night in the PCC gym. Thus far, the Poets are unbeaten in four league games, although three of them were mighty close. In any event, it promises to be a tough game for the impotent Beavers.

Leopoldo Friesh Spanish

Against La Verne last Friday it looked for a while as if Caltech was going to win. In the beginning of the game La Verne set up a zone defense that the Beavers somewhat bewildered. Their only accomplishment was to take a few long shots and hope to get the rebounds. Soon the La Verne got a comfortable lead, thereafter they changed to a man-to-man defense that was more favorable to the Engineers. Supported by Thorpe's unbeatable hook shot, the Sky Fire quickly closed the gap. At the half the score was tied 26-26.

After intermission the Beavers kept the spark going with the team showing considerable defense in controlling the ball. For the first time this year coach Butler showed the form which made him the leader in the nation's college basketball. But although he still had trouble with his left-handed hooks, his right was almost unstoppable. It is unfortunate that the team did not for for to produce another high scorer to go with Anderson and enable the Beavers to have a two-point attack. Culver ran up a nine-point hedge, then cooled down to a simmer. La Verne changed back in a man defense that checked the Beavers and went on to win the game 60-49.
FOOTBALL (Continued from Page 3) Two days later, on Saturday, December 9, at 1:30 p.m., College played host to visiting San Diego State eleven. In the final minutes of the first half, and come off with a 2-0 win. The Aztecs had yet to score, and the Anteaters only scored in the last minute of the first half.

The formation of an all-star team has been different, and that of Goalie Coach Huttenback, director of the Pomona club.

COACH Huttenback, director of the Pomona club.

V. P. and ASCI' Publicity Manager.

North Carolina is coming to Oxy this year, but hopefully it won't be eligible to compete this season.

OUTLOOK (Continued from Page 3)

Thus ends another chapter in the life of this team, and we are proud of their accomplishments.

Hard for us at Caltech to say that Carl Otte turned on his best game in the last few weeks. His scoring has been very much lessened. The V.P. is also chairman of the Honor Point Committee. His duties in this area are very well outlined in the By-Laws of the "Little T" which should be studied by anyone contemplating running for the office.

Bob Stovarovsky, ASCI' Publicity Manager.
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